Exhaust Pipe Bellows
LINE EXTENSION 16 NEW SKUS AVAILABLE

Provides flex point in exhaust system
Clamps and gaskets included for a complete repair solution
Made of durable materials to absorb displacements, vibrations and thermal expansion from extreme exhaust temperatures
Direct replacement for original equipment design

FAILURE MODE:
Original exhaust bellow cracks over time and exhaust leaks

674-6003
Freightliner Cascadia 125 2014-11, Freightliner Coronado 122 2014-11
OE Numbers: 428675000

674-6015
International LoneStar 2014-13, International ProStar 2014-11
OE Numbers: 3859159C1

Diesel Primer Pump
LINE EXTENSION

100% new! Never remanufactured, no core to return
Copper washer included for a complete repair solution
Direct replacement fits and functions like the original equipment

FAILURE MODE:
No start or hard start vehicle condition, primer not priming system

904-7925
IC Corporation 2004-01, International DT466, DT530 2005-98
OE Numbers: 1825473C93, 2447010038, 2447222126

Side Marker Light Assemblies
LINE EXTENSION OVER 5 SKUS AVAILABLE

Easy to install, direct-fit replacement side marker/turn signal light assembly
DOT compliant to ensure quality standards and safety
Bulbs and wiring harness included for a complete repair solution
Built to match the exact original dimensions for proper fit

FAILURE MODE:
Collision damage, road debris, water intrusion and corrosion

888-5238
International HX615 2018, International HX620 2018
OE Numbers: 4066933C1

Switches - Power Window
LINE EXTENSION OVER 10 SKUS AVAILABLE

Driver and passenger side master switch to adjust truck power windows and door locks
Fits, functions and matches the appearance of the original switch for a perfect replacement every time
Engineered for durability and simple plug-and-play installation

FAILURE MODE:
Inability to adjust power door locks and windows

901-5104
IC Corporation 2014-08, International 2014-08
OE Numbers: 3544934C6, 6111900C1, 6111900C2

901-5105
IC Corporation 2014-08, International 2014-08
OE Numbers: 3544936C6, 6111903C2
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### Fuel Injection O-Ring Kit

**Line Extension**

- **HD Exclusive**
  - Cost-efficient and time-saving alternative to purchasing components separately
  - Saves bay time—helps you keep the O-Rings and hardware you need organized and close at hand
  - O-Rings are constructed from high-quality materials for long-lasting durability

- **Failure Mode:**
  - Excessive heat over time, poor fuel economy, power loss, replaced during injector service

- **Product Numbers:**
  - 904-8051
  - OE Numbers: 2872717, 3347939

- **Also Available:**
  - 904-8052: 2019-11
  - 904-8053: 2010-99
  - 904-8054: 2017-08

---

### Turbocharger Outlet Gasket

**Line Extension**

- **HD Exclusive**
  - Direct replacement gasket for the turbocharger exhaust pipe matches the original for a perfect fit
  - Quality tested to meet product standards and quality

- **Failure Mode:**
  - Original gasket frays apart upon removal of exhaust pipe, causing a need for replacement

- **Product Numbers:**
  - 674-9018
  - OE Numbers: 4966441
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### Air Tank Assemblies

**Line Extension**

- **HD Exclusive**
  - Used to supply air to air actuated parking brakes, air powered shocks, air powered seats, and air powered doors
  - Made with precise port locations and finished with an interior and exterior powder coating to prevent corrosion
  - Three tank types available - supply/wet, primary and secondary
  - Manufactured per SAE J10 & FMVSS 121 Standards
  - All tanks are leakage tested before packaging placement

- **Failure Mode:**
  - Excessive rust and corrosion, damage from collision

- **Product Numbers:**
  - 924-5805
  - OE Numbers: 3553374C92

  - 924-5808
  - International 2007-02
  - OE Numbers: 3546070C91
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### Washer Fluid Reservoir Caps

**Line Extension**

- **HD Exclusive**
  - Available separately, only replace the damaged or missing original reservoir cap instead of the entire washer fluid reservoir
  - Direct replacement for original equipment design

- **Failure Mode:**
  - Cracked or missing original reservoir cap, washer fluid leaks

- **Product Numbers:**
  - 924-1063
  - Mack MR 2003-91
  - OE Numbers: 807206

  - 924-1064
  - Chevrolet 2019-16, Chevrolet 2010-95, GMC 2010-95, Isuzu 2018-95
  - OE Numbers: 8978551400, 97855140
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